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EXCLUSIVE
DOOR PULLS

TO ACCESSORIZE YOUR HOME
Found across intriguing hardware

hardware fittings are becoming

collections, the following exclusive

increasingly popular, with flush

door pulls are infused with an

pulls

unrivaled sense of rarity and legacy,

longer dimensions.

grounded by exquisite traditional and

When it comes to hardware, one of

modern craftsmanship techniques.

the biggest hardware trends that are

These hardware designs are bound

expected to be everywhere is door

to introduce a more contemporary

pulls. This trend enables craftsmen

and highly original touch to door

to create more aesthetic hardware

designs and overall home decor!

designs that can take center stage

To match the growing expansion of

and create a statement.

being

available

in

much

doors and entrances’ lengths, door
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NOUVEAU
EA1051

LIMB
EA1025

What best describes this Nouveau door pull is its

PullCast’s team went out on a Limb and arrived on a white

distinctive and luxurious nature that is immersed in

sand beach with an array of tree branches, grown in solid

modernity and fluidity. Inspired by the art movement,

soil and brought out to us by the strength of the blue sea.

this polished door pull presents an organic shape with

Driven by the natural cycles they shaped the Limb range, a

a remarkable wavy allure.

collection of unique branches made to impress.

LEAF
EA1052

KERMA
EA1028

TWIG
EA1047

Inspired by fall elements and tree leaves, this exquisite

any furniture design and ambience they are in. Coming

Drawned by the wisdom, longevity, and persistence

Twig door pull portraits extended strength and

door pull is bound to amplify any type of door design

in perfect sizes, shape, textures and earthy tone of

reflected in Kermandie Queen, the tallest tree in Australia,

character, a key architectural hardware element to your

as it highlights an earthy essence and texture. The

colours, Leaf enhances elegantly any cabinet or door

this mid-size door pull is authentic in its forms and presents

designs. This door pull empowers you to uplift any

Leaf family of cabinet handles and door pulls amplify

design.

a unique character in its textures. A fierce door pull for your

atmosphere you are willing to create, with unique and

door designs.

artistic luxury hardware elements.
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FLOW
EA1039L

SHIN
EA1073

Possessing a natural and invigorating way of movement,

The Shin Door Pull honors a delicacy once more valuable

the Flow mid-size door pull presents an organic shape

than gold, the cinnamon spice. Shaped delicately like it is

decoding sophistication and personality. Its unique

fragrant aroma and warm sweet flavor, Shin is a luxurious,

appearance allows it to become the perfect addition to

strong, and beautifully ornamented Mid Size Door Pull that

door designs, enhancing the overall decor scheme with

will enrich your door designs.

its strong character.

DUNE
EA1060

STRELITZIA
EA1061

SONORAN
EA1040

Making a powerful first impression, this exclusive hardware

The Strelitzia pull was inspired by what many considered

The Sonoran big size door pull celebrates the beauty

impressive as its not so linear lines certainly grant it an

design features heavy curves and a strong character in

to be the “flower queen” for centuries, native in South

and uniqueness of the world’s most known desert by

empowering, authentic, and wavy character.

order to resemble the magnificent sand dunes in the south

Africa. Otherwise known as the Crane or bird of paradise

providing high character and magnificence. Simply

of Lima, Peru.

flower due to its similitude to the Paradisaeidae species, it
represents faithfulness, love, and thoughtfulness.
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SPEAR
CM3023
The inspiration behind the design of this remarkable

“the Invincible Spear”. Following this ideology, the Spear

jewelry hardware design takes on back to the Celtic

door pull was made to last and highlights a silhouette in

culture and myths as it was inspired by Belenus, the

polished brass and Nero Marquina marble, making quite a

Celtic god of the sun, who according to legend possessed

powerful statement in any main door in which it is placed.

SKYLINE
CM3034

ROMAN
CM3031

BARUKA
CM3029

For any major metropolis, beauty is a

Roman is a Piece inspired by the Brass

Baruka is meant to represent

precious backdrop even to appreciate

work done in the 6th and 7th centuries

Japan’s century-old culture and

things from afar. Skylines are the city’s

by the Roman empire. Almost 90%

customs and thus became a simple

profile, an iconic symbol, and just like

of artifacts from Egypt were made of

yet detailed hardware piece that

our door pull, create a silhouette when

brass, and they learned how to work

reflects old crafting techniques

set in context. Mix and match your

this material like no other. With a

and traditions. Furthermore, this

furniture designs with the Skyline door

beautiful silhouette door pull that can

hardware

pull that is completed in both brass

boost your door design.

architectural brass silhouette that

and Alabastro marble.

design

highlights

an

becomes the perfect complement
for dark-toned door designs!
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HENDRIX
TW5004

BRUBECK
TW5001

Although the Hendrix door pull is predominantly

match. This hardware design highlights an architectural

Asymmetrical polished brass tubes compose this

homage to American pianist, Dave Brubeck. It becomes

mid-century style, it does have some contemporary

silhouette, based on the vinyl records sold by the iconic

jazz-inspired design that actually takes inspiration

the perfect piece to adorn furnishings or front doors for

characteristics that make it quite perfect for mix and

American musician, Jimi Hendrix.

from one of DelightFull’s most luxurious lamps, paying

a modest mid-century modern flair.
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ABOUT
PULLCAST
PullCast was born digging deep into the wonders of

passion for their art. A true atelier, in search of the

nature by a jeweler and a designer, who adore collecting

most high-quality materials and processes, to translate

objects from outdoor experiences.

exquisiteness and exceptionality to our jewelry.

Crossing the worlds of jewelry and design only led to

Effortlessly

a path of exploring new aesthetic design approaches

treasuring the creation of a bond with our customers.

with architectural and artistic strong influences. Expect

Handcrafted in Portugal and sold worldwide, we actively

to find diverse ranges of styles on collectible sculptural

combine the use of noble materials with artisanal skills

hardware, wide-spreading a sense of rarity and legacy,

and techniques, favoring distinction.

we

craft

handmade

customization,

grounded by ancient forms of craft.
Enter on a voyage with us, outlining the quintessence
As artists, they are dedicated to crafts and surrounded

of your designs.

by craftsmen that showcase great expertise and
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